Dear colleagues,

Preparations to open the centre on 4th February continues to progress as does the formation of most of the working groups, where inaugural meetings have been scheduled. Details below.

Contract negotiations with DNRF is almost done; RegionH is ready to sign off. Expect all 3 signatures before Christmas. Renting of space for the HQ of PERSIMUNE is also progressing. Will send note when both are finalised.

Happy to present near final version of PERSIMUNE’s logo – let me know if you have comments/suggestions:

Scheduling of inaugural working group meetings – these are open for participation by all interested.

a. Governance (lead: Jens Lundgren): Friday the 2nd of January, 15.00-16.00 at section 8632 (dial in possible – send mail to persimune.rigshospitalet@regionh.dk if interested)
b. Clinical (lead: Marie Helleberg): Wednesday 17th December, 16.00-17.30, conference room – section 8632.
c. Biobank (lead: Henrik Ullum): Wednesday 17th December, 8.00-9.00 at CHIP, Øster alle, 6th floor (dial in possible – send mail to persimune.rigshospitalet@regionh.dk if interested)
d. Bioinformatics (lead: Finn Cilius Nielsen): Tuesday the 6th January, 15.00-16.00 at CHIP (Øster alle 56, 6th floor) - (dial in possible – send mail to persimune.rigshospitalet@regionh.dk if interested)
e. Immunology (lead: Peter Garred): Monday, 12th January, 16.00-17.00 at CHIP, Øster alle, 6th floor (dial in possible – send mail to persimune.rigshospitalet@regionh.dk if interested)

Was asked by University of Copenhagen to organise a one week course on Personalised Medicine – Marie Helleberg and I are course leaders and faculty will be further developed - see http://copenhagensummeruniversity.ku.dk/en/courses/personalised_medicine/ for details.

More in two week – if significant develops occur in between perhaps earlier.

Thanks,

Jens